Insulin resistance, obesity, metabolic syndrome, and lifestyle modification.
: This article provides an overview of the effects of obesity, metabolic syndrome, and insulin resistance on stroke risk; outlines the association between healthy lifestyle habits and stroke; and summarizes features of effective lifestyle interventions. : General obesity, abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, and the metabolic syndrome are all independently linked with stroke risk and may worsen outcomes after stroke. Five key lifestyle factors-regular exercise, abstinence from smoking, a diet rich in fruits and vegetables, a body mass index of 18.5 to 24.9 kg/m, and moderate alcohol use-have been shown to lower the risk of stroke. Collaborative, multidisciplinary, intensive, patient-centered interventions tend to be the most effective for lifestyle change. : Mounting obesity rates are threatening the gains that have been made in reducing stroke incidence through traditional risk factor control. In order to mitigate the burden of stroke, physicians need to regularly address lifestyle factors when caring for patients.